Mostly crushable, washable and fully adjustable, fashionable hats for men and women

www.sunhats.com.mt

We have added a few new styles to the
E-Collection that proved so popular since
launching last year, all keeping within the
E-theme: Exotic, Exquisite, Extraordinary,
Exceptional, Essential, Easy & Elite.
Fashion hats designed for those occasions
when you need to take your style up a notch.

#EBD95 - Beau

Trés Chic Breton
#EBD162

BLACK / IVORY

Natural fibre braid Breton style hat with contrasting
colour combinations - a cheeky look!

100% NATURAL FIBRE

BROWN / IVORY

SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Beau
#EBD95
Classic Fedora style with a 55 mm wire-edge brim
and a wide Petersham band in black.
Suits both men and women.
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MIXED BLACK

100% NATURAL FIBRE
SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm

Celeste
#EBD206
We introduce our first felt-looking hat, which is in
fact a suede wide brim Fedora.

GREY

SUEDE / POLYESTER
SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Bella
#EBD146

IVORY / BLACK

IVORY / IVORY

Sporting a heritage town and country style,
this polybraid is complemented with a stylish
belt trim. Available in four colour tones.
IVORY / BLUE

100% POLYBRAID
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm (ALL)
SIZE: 61 cm (IVORY / IVORY)
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IVORY / TAN

Morgan
#EBD76
A sure win - this slightly crushable Raffia cloth sewn hat
with 4 cm black Grosgrain ribbon band is truly elegant.

NATURAL

100% NATURAL FIBRE
NOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Amy
#EBD14
The 12 cm wide brim will keep you cool. The brown
waxed cord is tied with red wooden beads.

NATURAL

100% RAFFIA STRAW
NOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Raffia Breton
#ERL803
This high quality handwoven gorgeous raffia hat
can be worn up or down for added sun protection.
It will keep you cool during the entire day.

NATURAL

100% RAFFIA
SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Breton
#ER35C
This international best-selling hat is now
available in the on-trend colour, Suede.
A hat that looks good anywhere, any time!
100% POLYESTER MACHINE KNITTED
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm

SUEDE

CORAL

WHITE

STONE

BLACK

NAVY

SEAFOAM

IVORY
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Sydney
#ER38AC
Introducing the popular Hydrangea colour.
This style can be worn with the brim up or
down providing excellent sun protection.
Made with subtle colours, woven together
into a thin breathable acrylic braid.

HYDRANGEA

SEAFOAM

MIXED CAMEL

DENIM

IVORY

LIGHT BLUE

100% ACRYLIC BRAID
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Gilly
#ERL73
This mannish style, made from 100%
polyester has a matching cord trim
around the crown and tie at the side.
Ideal for all outdoor activities.

BLACK

SEAFOAM

STONE

WHITE

NAVY

100% POLYESTER MACHINE KNITTED
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Kristy
#EBD105
Neutral
colours
of
Camel
&
Natural
are available in sizes 58 and 61 cm.
Suits both men and women.

CAMEL

NATURAL

100% NATURAL FIBRE
NOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 & 61 cm
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Gillaroo
#EBD17
Forever popular, the wire in the brim allows for
creative styling.

NATURAL

IVORY / WHITE

50% POLYESTER, 50% NATURAL FIBRE
SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Capetonian
#ECT11

WHITE

PISTACHIO

This style is flattering on anybody.
Featuring a wide brim with waxed cord
offering excellent sun protection.
100% ACRYLIC
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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DENIM

LIGHT BROWN

Gatsby
#ERL30G

PISTACHIO

NATURAL

The beading trim around the crown and knot at the
back completes the look.

50% POLYESTER, 50% NATURAL FIBRE
SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Capeline
#ER44C

BEIGE

FRENCH NAVY

WHITE

Still a classic look with the ribbon trim and
stud adding that special finish.

100% POLYESTER MACHINE KNITTED
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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OCEAN BLUE

Ribbon Braid
Breton

NAUTICAL

PERI

TURQUOISE

PISTACHIO

#ERL21
This contrasting poly-ribbon braid offers a
punch of colour and can be worn with the
brim up or down.

BLACK / WHITE

100% POLYESTER RIBBON BRAID
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm
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Safari
#ERM723

WHITE / BLACK TRIM

BEIGE / BEIGE TRIM

More than sophistication, the 30 cm
Petersham trim gives this style flair,
whether at the beach, in the bush or on
the golf course. Suits both men and women.
50% POLYESTER, 50% COTTON
HAND WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm & 61 cm
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Oscar
#ERM725

NATURAL

The lightweight, soft weave of the Oscar allows
the breeze to flow through and keep you cool.
Suits both men and women.
50% POLYESTER, 50% NATURAL FIBRE
SPOT WASHABLE
SIZE: 58 cm & 61 cm
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About Us
Emthunzini Hats was started seven years ago and
remains a solely owned and family operated business,
specialising in women’s, men’s and children’s hats.
Our extensive range is designed in Australia to give
you serious sun protection while making you look
great. We are proud of the high quality of our hats
and we work hard to ensure you get the best value
for your money, despite the sometimes challenging
global market conditions.

MEDUNSA
Most samples of most Emthunzini hats are tested
by the Photobiology Laboratory at MEDUNSA and
carry the in vitro SPF Test Certificate, symbolising that
they have undergone the SPF-testing procedure
as developed by Diffey and Robson, and meet the
requirements of the Australian and South African test
methods on the Optometrics SPF 290 Analyzer.

ARPANSA
We are committed to providing quality products
made from High Grade ARPANSA (Australian
Radiation Protection & Nuclear Safety Agency)
approved materials.

CANCER SEAL OF RECOGNITION
Most Emthunzini Hats have been awarded the
Cancer Association of South Africa (CANSA) Seal of
Recognition (CSOR) symbolising that our products
offer the assurance of protection against the harmful
effects of the sun. Hats that carry the UPF50+ swing
ticket have been specially tested and verified as
meeting the UPF50+ requirements.

UPF TESTING
UPF testing involves exposing a fabric to Ultraviolet
Radiation (UVR) and measuring how much is
transmitted through the sample. Different wavelengths
of radiation in the UVR spectrum have different effects
on human skin and this is taken into consideration
when calculating the UPF rating.

HATS THAT YOU CAN SEE THROUGH
OR HAVE “HOLES” IN THEM
The holes in the fabric will make a difference
depending on whether the fabric absorbs or scatters
the UVR. It is difficult to tell how protective clothing is
by looking at it or holding it up to the light because
the human eye responds to visible radiation and not
to UVR, and the transmission through fabrics in the
visible range is often higher than in the UVR range.

MOSTLY WASHABLE & CRUSHABLE
Ideal for travelling! You can pack and flatten most
of our hats into your suitcase or backpack and they
simply bounce back on arrival.

HAT SIZING
Ladie’s hats are generally size 58 cm. Men’s hats
are sizes 61 cm or 63 cm, unless otherwise specified.
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Laboratory UPF testing simulates a worst case
situation, where the UVR is incident at right angles
to the fabric and transmission is therefore maximal.
In general wear situations, clothing often provides
protection in excess of the UPF rating because the
incoming UVR will be a range of different angles and
only at right angles a fraction of the time.
Thus, when consumers see a UPF label on an item
of clothing, they can be confident about the listed
level of protection.

Hat Videos
30 second video clips are available on How to pack;
How to wash; How to spot wash and How to stlye
your Emthunzini hats. To view these fun video clips,
please email sales@sunhats.com.mt.

